
Late run not enough as C's fall to Hawks, 83-74

April 29, 2012, 9:45 pm 

Game Story: Rondo ejected as Celtics fall short

Game 1 Celtics vs Hawks - The Celtics fought back 
from a large first-half deficit, but lost any chance to win 
when Rajon Rondo was ejected

C's can't answer the bell in Round 1 vs the Hawks

After many of the players compared the playoffs to a 
boxing match, he Celtics will look to get up off the mat 
after their game 1 loss to the Hawks.

Rondo's teammates: His status is out of our hands

There is speculation Rajon Rondo could be suspended 
for Game 2

     
ATLANTA — The debate leading up to the Boston 
Celtics' and Atlanta Hawks' Game 1 matchup 
centered around the two R's: Rest and rhythm. 
 
Boston chose rest down the stretch, while the Hawks 
opted more for rhythm. 
 
Score one for rhythm as the Hawks were in a good 
flow all night in defeating the C's, 83–74. 
 
Boston spent the entire game playing catch-up, but 
were able to trim Atlanta's lead down to single digits 
in the fourth quarter after a jumper by Brandon Bass 
made it a 67–59 game with more than nine minutes 
to play. 
 
He would later hit another jumper that cut Atlanta's 
lead to 73–68, only for Atlanta's Jeff Teague 
moments later to drill a 3-pointer that gave the 
Hawks a much-needed cushion of eight points with 
3:05 to play. 
 
The Celtics weren't out of it just yet, with Paul Pierce 
nailing a jumper that cut the Hawks' lead down to 
four with 1:01 to play, seemingly one defensive stop 
away from making things interesting. 
 
And that's when all hell broke loose. 
 
Atlanta's Joe Johnson lost control of the ball and a 
mad scramble ensued. Eventually, official Marc Davis 
called a personal foul on the Celtics with which all of 
them – namely Rajon Rondo – disagreed. 
 
Rondo voiced his displeasure towards Marc Davis 
and then bumped into the back of Davis, which led to 
a double technical foul and an automatic ejection. It 
remains to be seen if the league will look to suspend 
Rondo for the contact he made with Davis. 
 
Even before Rondo lost his composure, the Celtics 
were in trouble – especially when it came to 
rebounding. 
 
And the man giving them the biggest fits on the 
boards was Josh Smith. In addition to his 22 points 
and four assists, he also grabbed a game-high 17 
rebounds. 
 
The Hawks now lead the best-of-seven series 1–0 
with Game 2 in Atlanta on Tuesday. 
 
Atlanta began the game with a blistering 20–8 run 
and never looked back in handing the Big Three a 
rare Game 1 loss. 
 
While much has been made of Boston's championship pedigree, they have a number of players experiencing 
their first real run through the playoffs this season . . . and for some, it certainly looked like it. 
 
Avery Bradley, who has played with such poise and confidence for much of the season, appeared rattled early 
and often in the first half. 
 
His on-the-ball pressure wasn't nearly as stifling as it has been this season, and he consistently came up short 
offensively by shooting just 3-for-10 in the first half. 
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Of Bradley's misses, none loomed as large as the wide-open 3-pointer, from the corner in front of the Celtics' 
bench, that was wide left as it grazed the rim. 
 
After falling behind 46–27, the C's scored eight of the game's next 10 points to come within 13 at 48–35. 
 
Bradley, who had just made a lay-up the previous possession, missed the wide open 3-pointer. 
 
Moments later, Johnson was fouled and made one of two free throws, which would be the final point of the 
first half, which ended with the Celtics trailing 49–35. 
 
Keeping the Celtics in the game was Rondo, who, for a change, wasn't relying on his teammates to finish plays. 
 
He was in scorer's mode, tallying 12 points at the half on 6-for-9 shooting. Rondo finished with 20 points, 11 
assists and four steals. 
 

 
The Celtics came out with a much more aggressive demeanor defensively, and slowly but surely cut into the 
Hawks lead. 
 
A lob dunk by Bradley brought the Celtics within 53–43 with 7:05 to play in the third. 
 
The Celtics were not able to inch any closer in the third quarter, which ended with the Hawks ahead, 65–53. 
And the run that carried them late into the fourth hit a wall with Rondo's ejection. 
 
HOT SHOT: Josh Smith controlled the game both as a scorer and as a rebounder. He finished with a game-
high 22 points along with 18 rebounds which was also tops among all players. "He was an animal," said Hawks 
coach Larry Drew. "Josh is a guy that, when he's playing with that energy, when he's playing at that type of 
rhythm, he just makes us so much better."  
 
IN-N-OUT: Brandon Bass had yet another rough game against the Hawks, scoring just eight points on 3-for-7 
shooting from the field. One of the more telling stats as to how rough a night it was for Bass, was the fact that 
he had more fouls committed (six) than rebounds (five). 
 
SUPER SUB: Ivan Johnson provided some serious muscle and physical play for the Hawks, tallying four 
points to go with five rebounds in about 15 minutes of court time.  
 
TURNING POINT: With 41 seconds to play, a mad scramble for a loose ball resulted in Brandon Bass being 
whistled for his sixth personal foul. Rajon Rondo was upset at the call, and was whistled for a tech by official 
Marc Davis. Rondo then made contact with Davis, which led to a second technical foul and automatic ejection. 
Boston did not score another point for the rest of the game.  
 
QUOTE OF NOTE: "It's out of my control. Obviously, I want to be there for my teammates. But other than 
that, I have no control right now." - Celtics Rajon Rondo on the possibility of being suspended for Game 2 on 
Tuesday. 
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